ABSTRACT
Given the significant potential of shared book reading to promote children’s learning, the design of e-books has focused on maximising this learning experience. However, recent studies have begun to show that shared reading is a broader opportunity for the family to spend quality time together. Our study aims to explore this perspective further, focusing on the types of parent-child interactions during shared reading and the ways in which shared reading may foster intimacy when parents and children read digital books. We used cultural probes and contextual interviews to capture the shared reading experiences of 7 parents and 6 children in their homes. We discuss the different nuances of the shared reading practices identified. We use these findings to suggest new design opportunities that support the complex practices of shared reading with technologies at home.
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INTRODUCTION
Cumulative research evidence suggests that parent-child reading of books constitutes a unique context that supports both children’s learning and parent-child bonding [44]. On the one hand, children’s books are a source of language-stimulating material that parents use to expand children’s understanding of the wider world and their own lives. Adults’ reading strategies, for instance those that make connections between the book’s texts and illustrations or the child’s life through asking questions and eliciting a conversation, can significantly advance children’s language and literacy skills [47]. On the other hand, shared reading is by most families perceived as an emotionally positive experience, facilitating parent-child bonding [36].

The advent of digital books and the ubiquitous presence of digital technologies in the home (see e.g. [10, 29]) raise the question of how technology can be designed to support parent-child shared reading. Thus far, research on the design and use of children’s digital books has focused on the learning opportunities engendered during shared reading [16, 27]. For example, Troseth et al. [43] found that the introduction of prompts and scaffolding questions for parents into an interactive book led to increased parent-child conversation during the reading session. With its focus on children’s learning, however, research has not yet considered the design opportunities that may exist for parent-child bonding in the context of shared reading. Though parents report learning as one of the reasons that motivate shared reading with their children, they also approach shared reading as quality time with their family that provides them with a sense of enjoyment in seeing their children thrive [25].

In this paper we take the view that shared reading is a relational intimate act that fits in the social fabric of family life. In aiming to identify new opportunities for design, we seek to understand the perspective of both parent and child, focusing in particular on the situated practices that underpin shared reading at home. A study with six families was carried out where we combined cultural probes with contextual interviews to understand reading in the home context in more depth. Our paper makes three theoretical contributions. First, we show that bonding is a mutually recognised outcome by both parents and children, and valued above and beyond the learning focus of shared reading. Second, we find that the child’s agency over their book choice is seen as critical by both children and parents, but at times, parents face tensions with other equally important values that lead them to limit children’s book choices. Third, we show that although children engage in the stories they choose, there is a need to engage their parents as well, particularly in more complex meanings and multi-layered story plots. We connect and problematise each of these themes in light of existing children’s reading technologies and propose new design...
opportunities for family’s digital reading, which we critically reflect on to inform future work in this emerging area.

BACKGROUND

Shared book reading is one of the most researched literacy activities in the home context, with numerous studies documenting its benefits for children’s language, literacy and academic development. The benefits also include social and emotional knowledge development [40] that are sustained over time [25]. Parent-child shared reading has thus been described as an essential learning experience that supports children’s emotional (e.g. [12]), cognitive [6] and academic [46] competences.

With the advent of digital books in early 2010s, the research attention has shifted to shared reading with e-books, story apps and interactive digital books. Researchers interested in this area have often compared print books and e-books in relation to various learning outcomes and parent-child dialogue. These studies have identified both positive and negative influence of e-books. For example, Smeets and Bus [36] found that children’s reading of e-books facilitated the children’s learning but Krcmar and Cingel [19] found that e-books, in comparison to print books, diminished the children’s reading comprehension and learning. Yet another two studies found that both e-books and print books supported children’s learning with little difference between the two formats on children’s learning [23, 27]. There are several possible explanations for these mixed findings, including different types of book designs used for the comparison, different methods followed by the researchers and different age groups studied. Another significant factor is parents’ attitudes and familiarity with e-books.

With respect to parents’ attitudes, descriptive and survey data indicate that parents strongly prefer print to digital books [34, 39] and parents actively support their children’s choice of print but not digital books for reading at home [42]. Despite the wide availability of digital devices in most Western households and their frequent use by children as young as two years, there is little e-reading happening at home. In a national UK survey, parents have reported strong concerns about their children’s engagement with digital books, including the concern of increased screen time, lack of educational content and inappropriate design for children’s quiet reading time [20].

The latter concern has been corroborated by research that shows that highly interactive digital books disrupt the dialogue between parents and children during shared reading and negatively affect the child’s learning from the session or the parents’ enjoyment of it [8, 31]. However, digital books that are purposefully designed to meaningfully engage the child in a learning experience can increase their learning from the session [26] and create a positive reading experience for both the parent and child [21]. This perspective has motivated a body of design research that considers how interactive digital books can be designed to best support parent-child dialogue that fosters the child’s learning (e.g. [7, 9]).

Taking a holistic view to the study of parental perceptions around the purposes of shared reading, Nicholas and Paatsch [28] report that parents’ desire to foster their child’s learning is one of several motivating factors. Parents value the importance of facilitating their child’s language and literacy development, but parents read with their children also in order to derive enjoyment from seeing them thrive and to spend quality time together, especially during bedtime where children calm down. Dalsgaard et al.’s [11] empirical account of intimacy in family life is particularly relevant for this notion. Their research of four families shows that commitment to family life comes from meaningful joint activities between family members. Parents identify settings that bring them closer physically and emotionally with their children, with children seeking out these opportunities as well. Compared to the symmetrical nature that such acts suggest, intimacy is also expressed through care and a sense of parental responsibility toward the child. Accordingly, parents take on a mentor and tutor role to support their child’s academic and emotional development. Applying this lens of intimacy to the findings of Nicholas and Paatsch [28] suggests that shared reading benefits both child and parent, with the child’s learning being one aspect of a more complex intimate act. Yet comparatively to the abundant research into shared reading for learning, much less is understood about the type of parent-child emotional interaction that occurs during shared reading and the ways in which this interaction may foster intimacy in the family.

Given the significance of shared reading in fostering parent-child intimacy [28], we wanted to identify the possibilities for designing new digital books that would continue to bring together parents and children around a shared reading experience. Corresponding to typical routines followed in Western families, the research on shared reading has focused on children of pre-school age, who are beginning to learn to read before starting school. We were keen to understand the potential of digital books for slightly older children, that is children between the ages of five and six, who are at a critical transition age to independent reading. Moreover, five-to-six-year-old children typically engage with digital technologies and reading materials on their own. With the exception of Troseth et al. [43], who included 3-4 year-old children, to our knowledge no study has considered the possibility of designing digital books to provide a joint reading experience for parents and children of 5-6-year olds. Compared to past research in this area that has investigated the relational nature of shared reading with digital technology through behavioural observations e.g. [9, 49] we approached shared reading as a relational and also co-constructed activity and thus we wanted to understand the perspectives of parents as well as their children. This was particularly important in order to reveal the multiplicity of reasons and ways in which parents and children make sense of their reading together. The design study we report next was exploratory in nature.
We aimed to understand the shared reading experiences of parents and children at home through the use of the cultural probes method.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Participants**

Six families from the greater London area, United Kingdom, took part in the study. The children were aged between five to six years; there were 3 girls and 3 boys. They were all attending primary school.

*The Smith Family*

The Smith Family consisted of a mother (P1a), a father (P1b), a girl aged 5 (C1) and a boy aged 2. Both parents participated in the research together with their daughter who was in the last year of pre-school. The family was of Greek origin and spoke Greek at home. The child was able to read early readers books autonomously, and sometimes read books to his brothers. The mother usually read with the children in bed every evening for 20-30 minutes.

*The Jones Family*

The Jones Family included a mother, a father, and two boys of 6 and 8 years. The mother (P2) took part in the study with the younger son (C2) who was in the first year of primary school. The family was Hungarian, and similarly to the first family, they spoke their native language at home. The child was able to read age-appropriate books slowly and was gradually moving to autonomous reading. The boy mostly read with his mother or brother. The three usually read together every evening before going to bed for 15 minutes.

*The Williams Family*

The Williams Family consisted of a mother (P3), and her daughter (C3) aged 6 who was attending the second year of primary school. The family was British, and they spoke English at home. The child was an independent and accurate reader, and she was able to read books written for older children. The two read together every evening for 15-20 minutes. Usually, this happened in the child’s bed. However, if they were reading a book that was particularly engaging, they additionally read after breakfast, and after school.

*The Taylor Family*

The Taylor Family included a mother, and two twin boys aged 6 attending the first year of primary school. One of the two children (P3) took part in the study along with the mother (P4). The family was African, and they usually spoke English at home. The child was able to read early readers books autonomously. Often, the three read together in the evening in the children’s bed for about 10 minutes. Sometimes, they also read in the afternoon after school.

*The Davies Family*

The Davies Family consisted of a father, a mother and a 5 year old girl in Year 1. The father (P5) and child (C5) participated in the study. The family was originally from Sri Lanka, and practiced Sinhala at home. The child was able to read early readers books appropriate for her reading age, and enjoyed reading. The father and daughter usually read together in the child’s bed every evening for 20-30 minutes.

*The Roberts Family*

The Roberts Family included a Mexican mother, a Greek father, a boy aged 6 and two twin boys of 4 years. The mother (P6) and the older son (C6) participated in the study. The family spoke both Spanish and Greek at home. The child was able to read early readers books autonomously, and sometimes read books to his brothers. The mother usually read with the children in bed every evening for 20-30 minutes.

**Study Design and Procedure**

Similar to work by Dalsgaard et al. [11] and Vetere et al. [45] who carried out design research with families, we were drawn to cultural probes. Cultural probes are a creative, reflective and interpretive method for collecting culturally-situated data in context [4]. Cultural probes have been found to engage participants in creative playful activities that can provoke unexpected responses [12]. This was deemed to be particularly important in order to actively engage the children in the research. Moreover, by asking parents and children to co-create the probes, we hoped this method would facilitate our participants’ reflections around the interconnected nature of their shared reading, which we wanted to explore. Cultural probes also provided us with a way to access the intimate spaces of shared reading in the home, which has been previously identified to be a particular challenge in this type of research [11]. We chose to combine cultural probes with semi-structured interviews. The interviews served the purpose of clarifying the cultural probe returns and their meaning, and also provided the opportunity to prompt our participants for further reflections.

The participants were recruited using a snowball sampling method [15]: information about the study was sent via email to the researchers’ personal contacts and was also shared via Twitter. Interested participants were contacted via email, followed by a telephone call or personal meeting during which the details of the study were explained and information sheets and consent forms were shared with the parents. Upon consent, the researcher delivered a cultural probe kit to the participants’ homes. Participants were instructed to engage with the cultural probe kit for a period of 2-3 weeks, and during this time, they maintained contact with the researchers via email. Upon completion of the tasks included in the cultural probe kit, the researcher visited participants at home and conducted a semi-structured interview with the parents and their children. The interview was audio-recorded and lasted between 35 and 45 minutes. The artefacts created by the participants were used as discussion prompts during the interviews. For example, the postcards created by the participants were used to prompt them to talk about their favourite books, and to scaffold the
conversation around the ways in which parents and children read them together. More broadly, the interviews allowed participants to explain and describe their creations in an open and flexible way, supporting us to develop insights into the nuances of their shared reading practices.

Cultural probe kit
The cultural probe kit consisted of a set of open-ended materials that the participants could use to express, explore and convey their meanings about three topics/tasks suggested by the researchers. The kits contained a collection of materials intended for the creation of creative artefacts. The materials included: white postcards, coloured paper of various dimensions, stickers, pencils, stamps, treasure chests, glue, fabric, wooden sticks, pompoms and other decorative elements (see Figure 1). The three tasks were supposed to be completed together by the parents and children.

Figure 1. Cultural probe kits given to each family. From left to right: Task 1 (Convincing powers), Task 2 (The magic bookmark), Task 3 (The secret treasure of family reading).

Task 1: Convincing powers – “Your best friend does not like reading and you want to change his or her mind! Design a postcard to send of a book you love reading together with your mum and dad. Why do you like it? How does it make you feel?” This first task aimed to capture the type of books children and their parents enjoyed reading together, and the reasons motivating their choices.

Task 2: The magic bookmark – “When a book has many pages, you use a bookmark to find your place in the book. Design a new bookmark with superpowers that you can use when you read together with your mum or dad. How will it act? How will it look? Will it make new sounds?” The second task invited participants to take a generative view on their shared reading to identify how technology could be used to strengthen their practice.

Task 3: The secret treasure of family reading – “When two people read together, they sometimes enjoy different bits of the same story. Hide your most favourite story bits in your ‘child’ or ‘parent’ treasure chest using paper, cloths, pompoms and anything that inspires you!” The third task focused on one story the pair enjoyed together. The aim was to facilitate the articulation of their shared, or individual, engagement in the story in the context of shared reading.

Analysis
The dataset consisted of transcriptions of the audio-recorded interviews, photographs of participants’ creative artefacts and the researcher’s fieldnotes taken during or immediately after each home visit. This dataset was analysed following the Collaborative Qualitative Analysis process described by Richards and Hemphill [33]. First, all the four authors coded the first and second interview independently in an inductive way, using open coding to identify discrete concepts and patterns in the data. Second, axial coding was performed to make connections between the patterns identified in the first step [38]. During research meetings, the team discussed the codes and memos created to agree on a shared codebook, which was then applied to the rest of the data and iteratively refined if new codes emerged. Gradually, the codebook was developed into a thematic structure comprising main themes and subthemes relevant to our research questions. The next section reports three main themes identified in our interviews with parents and children about their attitudes, perceptions and preferences concerning shared reading at home.

FINDINGS
Theme 1. Shared reading as bonding time
Parents from all six families reported engaging in shared reading for the child’s benefit and learning, with the aim of fostering the child’s reading skills and autonomy when engaging with literacy materials. Depending on the age and reading level of the child, the parents reported that they supported and scaffolded the reading process in different ways to make sure that their child was able to understand complex words, comprehend their meaning and make sense of the story. This was illustrated by P5 who reflected on his own role in the child’s transition toward an independent reader.

P5: So initially like I said it was reading for her, but now... she’s reading, but more simple books. And sometimes it’s a combination of things. She starts reading, gets stuck with a word, or, you know sometimes keeps on reading the words but sometimes getting the meaning of a word, what is said in a sentence, she misses it so then I have to help her out in that part. So, that’s how we do mostly. Now it’s more than me reading to her. It’s sort of a combination. Me reading with her and her reading to me. So that’s how it is going now.

Nonetheless, while parents engaged in shared reading to support children’s literacy development, most parents approached shared reading as an opportunity to foster a close relationship with their child. This was expressed by four out of the six parents who described how their daily shared reading practice with their children represented an
opportunity to spend quality time together. The participants reported that their lives were usually divided between demanding jobs and housework, and that they therefore had limited time to spend with their children each day. Despite this, shared reading was highlighted as an important daily routine lasting between 10 and 30 minutes in the evening before bedtime. For instance, when prompted to reflect on the value of shared reading, though P5 had earlier reflected on the gradual scaffolding of his daughter’s reading, he focused on the importance of shared reading as a joint activity that brought the family together.

R: Do you see reading together as something to do together or more for education?

P5: Mostly doing together [...] I like it. And I think it’s a good way of spending time with her.

Similarly, another parent highlighted the value of this daily moment with his children.

P1b: I enjoy it because I don’t spend much time with them during the day so it’s a good moment before going to bed.

Children also valued this closeness and recognised shared reading as a context that represented time spent with their parents sitting next to each other and talking about books. The children expressed this through their behaviour by prompting their parents to read stories to them, especially during bedtime, despite some of them already being independent readers. This trend is illustrated by P4 who described how her children demand for shared reading in the evenings.

R: OK so who initiates the reading? Is it you or is it them?

P4: For school reading I do but bedtime they usually ask “can you read us a book?”

Shared reading as bonding time was performed consistently across the families we interviewed. Taking place mostly during bedtime, families read while sitting on the sofa or with the parents sitting by their children’s bed, ensuring physical closeness. As P1a explained, this physical closeness was part of the affective expression shared during the reading experience: “On the sofa mainly and they like the bed, that’s where we read... It's a cuddling thing, it's not that we are apart... Reading a book is always cuddling, lying with Mummy and Daddy reading a book”. Moreover, parents took care in how they verbally narrated stories to their children to facilitate intimacy. As P1a additionally reflected, these narrative acts demarcated a shift away from the tensions of the day: “And the voice of the parents is also nice I think... Because sometimes we are tired and we are stressed we have to go to school... And the tone of voice I mean I understand it if we are stressed or tired while when we read books our voice changes it becomes tender, we are active and we make funny voices... they see the best side of us I think...”

Theme 2. The significance of the child’s agency in book choice

All participating parents were keen to foster the child’s interest to read for pleasure and they described the importance of children choosing books that aligned with their personal interests. This was ensured by making available interesting book choices at home, and promoting the child to select a book from the home library. P5 explained: “She’s the one that selects what she wants to read. Because at home, in the apartment, we have the books. And from that, she would collect what she wants to read.”

As two of the parents conveyed, the opportunity to choose what is read was pivotal to avoid boredom and foster the child’s intrinsic motivation in reading. P2: “[...] They can choose... otherwise it becomes a bit boring, not really motivating... but in the evening you can just choose the books right [addressing the child]? That you like to read together”.

Most parents made trips to the bookstore and public libraries to identify books they knew would spark their child’s interest. Four parents reported developing a growing home library to ensure the book choices available at home aligned with their child’s personal preferences. While for all six parents the book choice was informed by their children’s interests, sometimes book choices were also informed by the wider social context of the family. A prominent example was
shared by P3 who added to the home library a book recommended by a friend and written by an acquaintance. Although the long-term engagement with the book was facilitated by a narrative that bridged parent-child interests, the pair was drawn to the book because of its social significance and relationship to the author, as expressed by the child:

R: Ok so you told me a bit about this book already... so how did you find it?

C3: So, we’ve got a friend who wrote this book and mommy asked where to buy it for [name of the child]

R: Oh, so it’s someone you already know!

C3: Yeah!

R: So do you like it, that someone you already know has written this exciting story...

C3: Yeah, yeah, yeah!

Promoting their child’s interest in books and encouraging their child’s choice was perceived by parents to be a way for observing outcomes that reflected their values. Most parents emphasised the importance of their children’s autonomy and self-direction in reading for pleasure. For example, when asked why she enjoyed the child’s favourite book, P6 explained how observing the child become independent and confident in reading represents a great sense of satisfaction derived from shared reading for pleasure with her daughter:

R: And what did you enjoy about the book?

P6: That he’s reading to me, yeah. I love... that he’s getting like fluent now, confident.

Even though all parents attributed critical importance to the child’s agency in book choice, book choice was also subject to different negotiations between the parents and children. In households of two or more children where shared reading was a bedtime practice, siblings were often called to negotiate book choices based on their individual story preferences. Other times, parents told us that they reframed the reading activity to focus on specific learning aims. In particular, five of the participating families used shared reading as an opportunity to practice native language skills and teach their children multicultural knowledge. With five out of the six participating families speaking English as a second language at home, this theme seemed to be particularly characteristic of our sample. P1b was especially vocal about his intention to teach his native language and culture to his daughter: “we try to read both in English and Greek so that they [the children] can maintain both languages because we don’t know if she [the daughter] will ever learn how to read and write in Greek [...] Sometimes I propose books around Greek mythology so that we can learn something about different names and Olympus and all the others.” In choosing a book for this goal, the parents reported that they sometimes chose the language and subsequently encouraged the child to choose the topic of the story, thus seeking to balance their own goals with the need to promote their child’s agency in book choice.

**Theme 3. Children’s emphasis on the story characters**

Children showed consistently how their enthusiasm for their favourite stories gains momentum from their involvement with the story characters. Particular story characters attracted children’s interest through their roles in the story plot. In all the interviews, children presented their book ‘heroes’ as central elements for their favourite stories, admiring their strengths and qualities, but also certain physical characteristics such as their hair colour or clothes. The children’s descriptions of these elements were the starting point for sharing the story content with the researcher. For example, C2 described the content of his treasure chest to the researcher (Figure 2a) and while showing his favourite character Hercules, he identified him as “the main character, he runs faster than an arrow!” For the rest of the interview, the child talked enthusiastically about various tasks performed by Hercules and described in vivid detail how Hercules overcame beasts and other obstacles. In another family, C5 similarly described her favourite book with strong references to the main character’s hair and magic powers:

R: OK, so, why is it your favourite book?

C: ‘Cause I like Elsa a lot.

R: So, is Elsa the main character, right? Why do you like her?

C: Because she has blond hair and she could make snow.

The importance of children’s favourite or imaginary story characters was particularly evident in the second probe task, which explicitly encouraged children to envision new ways to engage with the story. One of the children, C3, imagined her story characters coming alive thanks to a “superpower button” on her magic bookmark. During the interview, the child described how she expressed this transformation using a cat stamp included in the cultural probes kit: “...and the characters come alive! [...] So, I put a cat on it to show that!”

The insights presented in the first two themes branched out of participants’ artefacts during the interviews, and namely reflected parental perspectives. In contrast, theme 3 reflects the children’s accounts and the patterns we observed in their engagement with the cultural probes whilst their verbal descriptions were anchored on literal aspects of their creations. For example, during his interview, C5 referenced his many drawings of different character aspects (e.g. the arrow, Hercules’ opponents etc.) to recreate two of his favourite scenes from the story.

Beyond the child’s individual engagement with the story, parents constructed their own engagement with their child’s story in particular ways. A characteristic that seemed to be especially appreciated by both parents and children was humour and fun, represented by or enacted by their favourite story characters. The first family created two postcards (see
Figure 2c) that expressed the “funniest” moments in the story. In this example, the scenes that the pair found most entertaining were the ones depicting the characters’ peculiar ways of moving and acting. As P1 explained “They are the funniest so Clementine is dancing so fast and that’s why it was funny and the mango because we like mango... Pineapple is cool pineapple because he wears glasses in the party and she high-fives the other fruits... her favourite fruit!” However, the child’s humour was sparked by the characters, whereas her mother found meaning in seeing her child’s joy and engagement when listening to the story.

While children focused on easily noticeable characteristics of their favourite story characters, their parents engaged with more abstract levels of the story, such as metaphors and relationships between the story characters. Out of the six families involved, P3 had chosen to read a book written for older children fostering her immersion and interest in how the story evolved. As P3 explained: “I was excited to see what was next, so it wasn’t something like “now I’m going to read her”. I think that’s quite important, to find something that it’s exciting for parents as well. And it’s quite hard to find something that does that at that age.” The remaining parents struggled to engage with the simple narrative of the stories their children enjoyed, at best engaging with bounded aspects of the story. In an example from the interview with P2, the mother commented on her son’s descriptions of the story characters and their adventures pointing out their different interests, highlighting the challenge present in finding stories that appeal to both.

P2: “I remember that too... I remember all these bits as well but I think I am interested in other things because looking at his pictures I’d never remember the arrows... the pig... I think I’m more interested into... I mean he’s interested in the action and what happens while I’m more interested in the emotional part, I guess.”

**DISCUSSION**

The goal of this paper was to explore how parents and children engage in shared reading at home. By applying the method of cultural probes combined with parent and child interviews, we built on previous literature that views parent-child shared reading not only as a context for children’s learning, but also as an intimate and enjoyable experience for the family. The methodology we followed was chosen to foreground the voices of children and parents given the co-constructed nature of reading, and to highlight their shared and distinctive accounts. In bridging their perspectives with respect to shared reading practice at home, our findings contribute new insights into the ways in which parents and children engage around books. The discussion that follows presents an interpretive analysis of our findings and raises new design opportunities for digital reading, which we problematise and contextualise against past research.

**Bonding around the book**

Past research has shown a relationship between parent and child shared reading, and children’s positive development (e.g. [40, 25, 12, 6, 46]). This perspective has led to the exploration of how digital books can be designed to scaffold children’s learning during shared reading moments. In alignment with this literature, the parents in our study recognised the value of shared reading in promoting their children’s reading skills and wider knowledge. This prompted them to engage in practices that scaffolded their child’s learning. However, even though parents initiated shared reading as a way to promote their child’s learning, our study also shows that both parents and children expressed the view that, above all, reading a book was a positive moment to spend together. Shared reading was conceived as an opportunity for parents and children to stay physically close, thus fostering bonding and a positive atmosphere in the family.

The analysis of parents’ perspectives has also revealed a point of tension that is underrepresented in the current literature. Namely, while the parents sought moments to read and bond with their children, they were also weary of having to juggle work and household demands. This sometimes led to a lack of motivation to read with their children. While some work has begun to explore how to design for shared reading and family bonding, it has mostly aimed to support relationships at a distance [24, 32]. In demonstrating the value parents and children ascribe to bonding during reading time, our findings suggest the need to design for collocated parent-child reading that recognise the realities of busy parenthood.

**Engendering physical interaction to promote bonding**

When exploring how bonding happens during shared reading, our findings emphasise the essential role of physical closeness. All of the participating parents focused on the physical intimacy they shared with their children during book reading. Physical closeness was facilitated by the spatial arrangements chosen for reading: most of the time, shared reading occurred during bedtime where child and parent were laying together. These observations underline the importance of engaging child and parent in a physical – alongside a verbal – interaction. A design example that taps into this relationship is the prototype Kindoma Ltd.’s [18] shared reading technology, which connects parents and children via a video conference call and traces their joint gestures and finger-placements on the book pages in real time. In the context of collocated reading, the possibility to jointly turn the digital page or to use joint physical interaction as input to advance a story, is one way of promoting the importance of embodied engagement during shared reading.

However, the place and time of shared reading also raises a potential tension with the screen-based focus of digital technology for reading. Some research has shown the risks associated with children’s exposure to screens later in the day, a concern also voiced by parents [13, 20]. It is here where HCI research exploring the interplay of the physical-digital [14] can potentially offer ways of re-thinking how we
can bridge the analogue book with the digital aspect e.g. through integrating sensors in the physical book that promote shared action.

**Supporting the parent in performative storytelling**
In addition to the physical dimension of bonding, our findings show the importance of supporting the process of adult storytelling. Parents shared the intentional ways in which they verbally scaffolded the bonding with their children, with particular attention paid to how the story was narrated and performed. In previous work, Raffle et al. [32] designed Story Play to connect family members at a distance. Using the book as a bonding context, Raffle et al. [32] provided parents with dialogic reading prompts to use with their children. This work offered a potential supplement to the loss of communication caused by geographical displacement, and also recognised the important role of the parent in the bonding process. However, we suggest that future design should also focus on scaffolding oral storytelling by supporting parents on how to best narrate stories to their children. For instance, books could be designed to prompt parents to deliver paralinguistic cues at critical moments within the plot.

**Negotiating book choices**
Taken together, our findings show that book choice is a value-driven decision sometimes subject to parent-child negotiations. All children participating in our study regularly chose and read books with their parents that aligned with their interests. Parents held the view that their child’s book choice fostered their intrinsic motivation and autonomy in reading. Children’s motivation was evidenced through their enthusiasm when they shared their favourite stories with us, especially during the third cultural probes task. To support children’s choices, parents created home book libraries aligned with the topics their children were interested in. Even though the children’s interests were the most critical factor guiding parents’ book choice, in one case, there was evidence of the parent’s and child’s shared interest in a specific book written by an author familiar to them. This illustrates the importance of paying attention to not only children’s own choices of books but also the broader socio-cultural values that may frame these choices.

**Child agency in content recommender systems**
Applied to the context of digital book libraries, our findings confirm the important role that content recommender systems could play in fostering young children’s interest in reading. Kucirkova [22] reviewed most popular children’s reading recommender systems in digital libraries and critiqued the ways in which they positioned the child in relation to the book choices they were offered. She argues in favour of an agentic child role where the child can shape the algorithms and their recommendations with their direct input. While our child participants were prepared and supported by their parents to take on this role, we also recognise that the practices we observed were in the context of a highly educated cohort where parental engagement was particularly high. Thus, to add to Kucirkova’s analysis of content recommender systems, future work in this space could begin to consider how this technology may be designed to support and scaffold children from different socio-economic backgrounds to take an active role in shaping these choices.

**Digital libraries designed for parent-child**
While, as shown by previous research (e.g. [1]) parents highly valued the child’s agency to make a book choice, our study additionally revealed a new tension with other values, particularly with parents’ desire to promote cultural and language learning in the family. The majority of the parents participating in our study were not native English speakers and were not British. In maintaining the family unit while living in Great Britain, the parents told us that it was important to them to preserve a multicultural identity. Parents facilitated this goal by offering a limited set of book options to their child, focusing on their preferences for what the child should learn from the books. Within this set of book options, however, they let the child choose. The negotiated (cultural) space we observed was the outcome of the participants involved and it adds a new design opportunity.

Our finding that book choice is a negotiated object between parent and child suggests the importance of moving away from a purely personalised model to approaches that support parent-child shared negotiation to find the middle space and a book that is aligned with both partners’ preferences. The design of digital libraries that hold large numbers of book titles could benefit from this insight. For example, digital libraries could provide book search with joint keywords and allow parents and children to look for texts that attract both reading partners. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no design efforts in facilitating joint adult-child book choices with digital libraries.

**Parental and child perspectives on story engagement**
Our analysis revealed that children and parents engaged in the same story in different ways. While the children engaged with particular aspects of the stories, their parents anchored their shared experience inside and outside the story.

**Augmenting book characters to support story elaboration**
There is a growing interest in augmented reality (AR) children’s books such as the well-known Magic Book [1], or other AR research prototypes developed by [17, 3]. Our findings broadly support the value of augmenting book images, and additionally augmented interactions with book characters. Moreover, the detailed ways in which children described their engagement with their favourite stories provides further insight regarding what aspects of stories may be best to augment. Children were particularly drawn to story heroes with a strong or whimsical character, and storylines with humorous twists. The children also paid close attention to the physical appearance of story characters, which was typically conveyed through the books’ illustrations. When re-telling their stories to us, the children’s starting point was the story character, which then created a context for sharing some aspects of the story plot.
Previous research has explored how haptic feedback reinforcing story dimensions impacts on child-parent dialogue [9]. It was found that haptic feedback relating to the core plot was the most facilitative of parental prompts that extended the child’s understanding of the story. Similarly, our findings suggest that future story augmentations (e.g. haptic, augmented reality) could take story characters as the key point of departure in order to motivate children by building on their strong attachment. Design that recognises this connection may provide important opportunities for children’s further dialogue and story elaboration, as we documented in our study and was also evidenced by Cingel and Piper [9].

**Intergenerational story generation**

In light of the increasingly ubiquitous and pervasive role of technologies in children’s lives, researchers and policymakers have emphasized joint media engagement and co-use of technologies by parents and children to keep families together [5]. In addition to digital games [36] or shared tabletop task space with video chat [48], digital books provide an opportunity for collocated family bonding around a meaningful experience. The idea of a child-parent partnership has been at the centre of joint media engagement. In the context of games, Yen et al. [49] empirically showed that the parent’s role in this partnership can vary from bystander, to spectator, coach and teammate. Our findings highlight that the role parents take highly depends on the properties of the book. During shared reading, children mostly focused on literal aspects of the story and they engaged with the characters and story plot in a consistent way. Parents, on the other hand, valued their children’s choices and preferences, but did not always enjoy the story plot. Despite this, we found that parents were sometimes immersed in their children’s joy and positive experiences, and were less worried about the actual story content. Although parents and children attended to different aspects, there was a joint positive experience, with parents acting as coaches to foster their child’s engagement.

However, there were also isolated cases in which parents found opportunities to engage with more complex layers of book content themselves. During these instances, parents’ roles were transformed from coaches to teammates who were equally immersed in the same experience as their children. In our data, a strong example of this occurred with books for more advanced readers that included abstract elements and complex emotional relationships between the characters. Recent research has shown that joint media engagement can be underpinned by different goals and consequently, different parent-child dynamics concluding that productive forms of shared engagement are in part malleable by parents and children [49]. Our study exemplifies this by identifying two contrasting parental roles (parent-coach with parent-teammate) and their different emotional outcomes.

Further research may aim to promote the role of the parent teammate and explore the ways in which parents and their children engage with the same stories, identifying additional story elements that sparkle the interest of both. This could inform the design of intergenerational books specifically designed for parent-child shared reading, an area that is currently missing in the contemporary reading landscape. However, the finding that advanced books can lead to a closely aligned engagement with the story opens up a new opportunity space for design. Our research was motivated by the lack of digital reading tools for intimate shared reading between children at the brink of reading independence and their parents. It may be that stories for advanced readers constitute that desired hybrid space that would bridge the interests of parents and their children, combine the asymmetrical reading and language skills of both partners, and in doing so, offer a context for adults’ active contribution to the reading experience. In establishing the need to intellectually engage both parent and child in the book, we hope our findings inspire further work in this area.

**CONCLUSION**

Shared parent-child reading has been identified as an important learning opportunity for young children [44]. In this study, we expanded this view by recognising that shared reading is part of a complex set of intimate practices in the home context. In order to explore how shared reading occurs at home between children and their parents, we combined cultural probes with contextual interviews with six families. Our findings revealed three points of tension. First, whereas bonding was mutually recognised by both parents and children, the parents sometimes struggled to orchestrate and perform their narrator role during shared reading because of their busy schedules. Second, children and their parents recognised in their own ways the vital role of the child’s book choice, but at times, the parents faced a tension with other equally important values that led them to limit children’s book choices. Third, although children engaged in the stories they chose, their parents often struggled to identify with the same stories and were seeking more complex meanings and multi-layered story plots. By unpacking each of these themes, we identified new opportunities that advance the design of digital technologies for fostering positive parent-child shared reading experiences.
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